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inflamed the stupider part of public opinion: the rest,
excepting the Westminster Gazette, had not the courage to
invoke sanity. How can a paper which exists to earn
dividends dare to take an unpopular line ? It would not be
fair to its shareholders. They have not invested their
money with the idea of guiding the nation aright* They
are not of one rnind on any subject, save that they want
as good a return as possible on their money*
Had the Press been controlled at the end of the War by
men as wise as Wellington, who would not have the French
humiliated and harried after Waterloo; as generous as
Clarendon, who refused in 1856 after the Crimean War
to make " what John Bull would call a glorious peace—
that is, disgraceful to Russia/' they could not, as men of
business and as trustees for shareholders, have risked
disaster to their papers by breasting the tide of lunatic
arrogance. Statesmen, with but their own reputations
at stake, did not dare to swim against that tide* Why
should commercial adventurers, responsible for the funds
of many besides themselves, be weighed in a different
scale, tried by a higher standard ?
Here is the worst evil of the commercialized newspaper*
By its very nature it is unfitted to guide* It cannot pro-
claim truth regardless of consequences* It cannot put
the public interest first* It must earn profits* It must
not thwart the advertisers' wish to lull the public into a
spending mood* It cannot afford to risk alienating
purchasers by telling disagreeable truths*
In the hands of a strong, progressive, independent
Editor a newspaper in the position of Tie Times might
give a wholesome lead to public opinion* At one time
the views of Printing-House Square (round which the
office of the paper is built) were copied into numberless
journals all over the country* Sometimes they were

